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Abstract
The wireless mesh network (WMN) is an economical and low-power solution to support ubiquitous broadband services. However, mesh
networks face scalability and throughput bottleneck issues as the coverage and the number of users increase. Specifically, if the coverage is
extended by multiple hops, the repeatedly relayed traffic will exhaust the radio resource and degrade user throughput. Meanwhile, as the traffic
increases because of more users, the throughput bottleneck will occur at the users close to the gateway. The contention collisions among these
busy users near the gateway will further reduce user throughput. In this paper, a newly proposed scalable multi-channel ring-based WMN is
employed. Under the ring-based cell structure, multi-channel frequency planning is used to reduce the number of contending users at each hop
and overcome the throughput bottleneck issue, thereby making the system more scalable to accommodate more users and facilitate coverage
extension. This paper mainly focuses on investigating the overall tradeoffs between user throughput and cell coverage in the ring-based WMN.
An analytical throughput model is developed for the ring-based WMN using the carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) medium access control
(MAC) protocol. In the analysis, we also develop a bulk-arrival semi-Markov queueing model to describe user behavior in a non-saturation
condition. On top of the developed analytical model, a mixed-integer nonlinear optimization problem is formulated, aiming to maximize cell
coverage and capacity. Applying this optimization approach, we can obtain the optimal number of rings and the associated ring widths of the
ring-based WMN.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
With the abilities of enhancing coverage and capacity by
low transmission power, wireless mesh networks (WMNs) play
a significant role in providing ubiquitous broadband access
[1,7,18,21,22,25]. Fig. 1 shows a multi-hop WMN, where each
user relays other users’ traffic toward the central gateway and
only the gateway directly connects to the Internet. In general,
the advantages of WMN can be summarized into four folds.
First, WMN can combat shadowing and path loss to extend
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service coverage. Second, WMN can be rapidly deployed in
a large-scale area with less cabling engineering work and infrastructure costs [7,18,21,25]. Third, WMN can concurrently
support various wireless radio and access technologies such as
802.16 (WiMAX), 802.11 (WiFi), and 802.15 (Bluetooth and
Zigbee), thereby providing the flexibility to integrate different
radio access networks [1]. Fourth, WMN can be managed in
a self-organization and self-recovery fashion [1,22]. If some
nodes malfunction, the traffic can be forwarded by alternative
nodes.
However, WMNs face scalability issue because throughput
enhancement and coverage extension are usually two contradictory goals in WMNs [1,11,17,18,21]. Specifically, the
multi-hop communications can extend the coverage of gateway
to serve more users by more hops and longer hop distance.
However, the repeatedly relayed traffic with more hops will
exhaust the radio resource and thus degrade the user throughput [11,17]. The longer hop distance will lower the data rate in
the relay link between users. Moreover, increasing traffic from
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Fig. 1. Ring-based cell architecture for a scalable wireless mesh network,
where each ring is allocated with different channels.
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Second, with the capability to adjust the ring width to control
the contention level, the ring structure can facilitate managing
throughput in a WMN.
This paper investigates the optimal tradeoff between user
throughput and cell coverage in the scalable ring-based WMN.
We develop an analytical throughput model by considering the
impacts of ring-based cell structure and frame contentions in the
carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) medium access control
(MAC) protocol. In the throughput analysis, we also develop
a bulk-arrival semi-Markov model to describe user behavior
under the non-saturation condition. On top of the developed
analytical model, we formulate an optimization problem aiming
to improve the performance tradeoff between throughput and
coverage. With the optimization technique, we can determine
the optimal number of rings and the associated ring widths in
a mesh cell.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the considered scalable ring-based WMN. In Section 3,
we formulate an optimization problem to maximize coverage
and capacity of a mesh network. Section 4 investigates the
channel activity in the ring-based WMN, with considering
the impact of ring structure on frame contentions. On top of
the channel activity concept, in Section 5 we develop a MAC
throughput model for the considered WMN. Numerical examples are shown in Section 6. Concluding remarks are given in
Section 7.
2. Scalable ring-based WMN
2.1. Network architecture and assumptions

more users will induce the throughput bottleneck at the users
near the gateway, thereby further degrading user throughput.
Therefore, while multi-hop communication is used to extend
coverage with more users, how to improve user throughput is
a key challenge in designing a scalable WMN.
In the literature, the performances of WMNs have been studied mainly from two directions [9,18–21]. On one hand, the authors in [20] demonstrated the advantage of a multi-hop WMN
over a single-hop network in terms of coverage by simulations.
On the other hand, the results in [9,19] showed that with k users
in an √
ad hoc network, the throughput per user is scaled like
O(1/ k log k). Moreover, the authors in [18] pointed out that
the user’s throughput in the WMN decreases sharply as O(1/k)
because of the throughput bottleneck at the gateway. To resolve
the scalability issue, our previous work [13] proposed a ringbased WMN. The work in [13] investigated the delay and cell
capacity tradeoff in a WMN. To our knowledge, a few papers
have studied the overall performances of user throughput and
cell coverage of the WMN [21]. However, the work [21] considered the single-user case.
To resolve the scalability and throughput bottleneck issues,
this paper employs the newly proposed ring-based WMN in
[13], where the rings in a cell are allocated with different channels as shown in Fig. 1. This WMN is scalable due to the following two factors. First, multi-channel frequency planning can
reduce the number of users contending for the same channel,
and overcome the throughput bottleneck issue at the gateway.

Fig. 1 shows the scalable ring-based WMN, where stationary
mesh users form a multi-hop network to extend cell coverage.
The mesh cell is divided into several rings Ai , i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
determined by n concentric circles centered at the gateway with
radii r1 < r2 < · · · < rn . The user in ring Ai connects to the
gateway by an i-hop communication. The users in the inner
rings will relay data for users in the outer rings toward the
gateway and only the gateway connects to the Internet directly.
Clearly, this WMN can be rapidly deployed in a large-scale
area with less cabling engineering work.
The ring-based WMN operates in a multi-channel with
multi-interface fashion. In a mesh cell, the rings are allocated
with different channels to avoid inter-ring co-channel interference and reduce contention collisions. As shown in Fig. 1,
the user in ring Ai communicates with the users in rings Ai−1
and Ai+1 at different channels fi and fi+1 , respectively. This
frequency planning is simple because it only needs to design
each ring width to ensure a sufficient co-channel reuse distance
without interference. We also assume that each user is equipped
with two radio interfaces as in [1]. With multiple interfaces
independently operating at different channels, each user can
concurrently receive and deliver the relay traffic, thereby
improving the throughput and delay performances. In addition, the WMN can work well even if employing the legacy
CSMA MAC protocol, which in turns avoids complexity and
compatibility issues.
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inter-ring co-channel interferences to enhance cell capacity and
coverage.
In practice, the WLAN users may interfere with this ringbased WMN operating at the unlicensed band, and thus the
throughput of each user will decrease. In this situation, we
suggest allocating the channels with less interference to the
congested inner rings to ensure throughput. To understand performance bound of this multi-hop network, this interference
issue is not considered in this paper.
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Fig. 2. Example of a three-cell WMN with 12 available channels. Four buffer
rings between two co-channel rings are ensured, and the congested inner
rings (A1 .A2 ) are sectorized.

Spectrum and hardware costs are the major concerns in the
multi-channel with multi-interface systems. However, there are
multiple channels available in wireless local area networks
(WLANs), for example, 12 channels assigned for the IEEE
802.11a WLAN [16,23]. The price of radio interface also goes
down rapidly, since the WLAN has become an off-the-shelf
product.
2.2. Ring-based frequency planning
Now, we explain the ring-based frequency assignment by a
three-cell WMN as shown in Fig. 2. In this example, channels
1.3 and 4.6 are assigned to the sectors in the innermost rings
A1 and A2 of each cell. Channels 7.9 are repeatedly allocated
to the middle rings A3 and A4 of the cells with four buffer
rings. Channels 10.12 are allocated to rings A5 of the cells,
respectively. Then, with four buffer rings, the channels 1.3
are reused in the outer rings A6 . This example shows that 12
available channels can ensure four buffer rings between two
co-channel rings. Besides, the channels allocated to the inner
rings can be spatially reused in the outer rings with a sufficient
reuse distance.
Referring to Fig. 2, we also suggest sectorizing the congested
inner rings and allocating a different channel to each sector, to
overcome the throughput bottleneck issue near the gateway. In
a WMN, the users in the inner rings near the gateway will relay more traffic than the users in the outer rings. By partitioning the inner rings into several sectors to reduce the number
of contending users, the throughput can be further improved.
In this example, the innermost rings of each cell are divided
into three sectors. Apparently, if more non-overlapping channels are available, more inner rings can be sectorized without

Most traditional WMNs are not scalable to cell coverage because the user throughput is not guaranteed with increasing collisions. By contrast, the employed ring-based WMN is scalable
to coverage since the ring-based frequency planning can reduce the number of contending users to resolve the contention
issue. Then, the user throughput can be ensured by properly
designing the ring widths in a mesh cell. The remaining important problem lies in the way to determine the optimal ring
widths to achieve the optimal performance tradeoff between
user throughput and cell coverage.
3. Coverage and capacity maximization
3.1. Problem formulation
Both user throughput and cell coverage performance issues
will impact the design of WMN. From a deployment cost perspective, a larger coverage per cell is better since fewer gateways are needed. From a user throughput viewpoint, however, a
smaller cell is preferred since fewer users contend for the same
channel. In the following, we formulate an optimization problem to find out the best number of rings and the optimal ring
widths in a cell subject to the tradeoff between user throughput
and cell coverage.
To begin with, we discuss the constraints in the considered
optimization problem:
• The capacity HC (i) of the lowest-rate link in ring Ai should
be greater than the carried traffic load Ri of one mesh user.
That is,
HC (i) = Hi (ri − ri−1 )!Ri ,

(1)

(ri − ri−1 )"dmax .

(2)

(ri − ri−1 )!dmin ,

(3)

where (ri −ri−1 ) is the width of ring Ai and Hi (d) represents
the link capacity between two users at a separation distance
d. This constraint guarantees the minimum throughput for
each user. Fig. 3 shows some examples of lowest-rate links,
for example, the link between users PC,i and QC,i at the ring
boundaries with a separation distance d = (ri − ri−1 ).
• The ring width (ri − ri−1 ) should be less than the maximum
reception range. Therefore,
• The ring width should be greater than the average distance
dmin between two neighboring users. Hence,
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(3) empty slot, where all users are in backoff or idle;
(4) successful frame transmission from other users;
(5) unsuccessful frame transmission from other users.

Examples of lowest-rate links-
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Fig. 3. Examples of the lowest-rate links for a mesh cell with n = 4.

√
where dmin = 1/ ! (m) is dependent on the user density
2
! (users/m ). This constraint also represents the limit on the
hop distance due to user density.
3.2. Optimization approach
From the above considerations, the optimal cell coverage and
capacity issues in a WMN can be formulated as a mixed-integer
nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem with the nonlinear
objective function (4). The decision variables includes the number of rings in a mesh cell, n (which is an integer) and the radii
r1 , r2 , . . . , rn . The objective is to maximize the coverage of
a mesh cell. In this scalable ring-based WMN, the ring-based
frequency planning resolves the collision issue as cell overage
increases. Therefore, the optimal coverage and capacity will be
achieved simultaneously, since more users in a mesh cell can
also lead to higher cell capacity. The optimal system parameters for the ring-based WMN can be determined by solving the
following optimization problem:
MAX

n,r1 ,r2 ,...,rn

subject to

rn (cell coverage),

(4)

HC (i) !Ri ,

(5)

dmax !(ri − ri−1 )!dmin .

(6)

In this paper, cell coverage is defined as cell radius rn , and cell
capacity is the overall throughput of a cell, that is, !"rn2 RD ,
where ! is the user density, and RD is the traffic load generated
by each user.
4. Channel activity in the ring-based WMN
This section discusses the channel activity seen by an individual user employing the CSMA MAC protocol in the ringbased WMN. On top of the channel activity concept, we will
develop an analytical throughput model for the considered
WMN in Section 5.
From a particular user’s viewpoint, there are five types of
channel activities in the WMN:
(1) successful frame transmission;
(2) unsuccessful frame transmission;

For clarity, the channel activity is described by a sequence of
activity time slots [2,3,6]. Subject to the backoff procedures,
the slot duration Tj for the channel activity type j is equal to

T1 = T4 = TS ,



T2 = T5 = TC ,
(7)



T3 = #,

where # is the duration of an empty slot, TS and TC are the successful transmission time and collision duration, respectively.
Therefore, the average duration Tv of activity time slot can be
written as
Tv =

5
%

$j Tj .

(8)

j =1

Here, $j is the corresponding probability for the channel activity
&
type as calculated in the following, and 5j =1 $j = 1.
4.1. Assumptions

In the following, we consider the case where the traffic is
unidirectional from the users to the gateway. The developed analytical method can be extended straightforwardly for the case
with bidirectional traffic. We need to consider the contentions
from the users with downlink traffic, and thus the number of
contending users increases. It may also need to consider the
asymmetric traffic load in downlink and uplink. Therefore, the
users contending for the same channel may have different traffic loads. To clarify the developed analytical approach, this
paper focuses on a simplified case with uplink traffic as an
example.
To understand the coverage and capacity performance
bounds in a ring-based WMN, we also assume that all the traffic is forwarded in the centripetal direction toward the gateway.
Moreover, there always exists an intermediate relay node at
the appropriate position. In a real WMN, the next-hop node
may be too far away from the current node and therefore user
throughput may degrade. In this situation, it may be needed to
deploy a pure relay station to help forward data as discussed in
[21]. In other cases, if the traffic is not forwarded in the centripetal direction, the throughput and coverage performances
may degrade due to longer hop distance required.
4.2. Frame contention under ring-based cell structure
To investigate the channel activity in the ring-based WMN,
we should consider the impacts of ring-based cell structure on
frame contentions. At first, we define the mutually interfered
region as an area in which any two users can sense the activity of each other. In Fig. 4, the area including users C and D
is an example of a mutually interfered region. Since each ring
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Fig. 4. Examples of wireless collision domain and mutually interfered region.

is allocated with a different channel, a mutually interfered region is the intersection of two circles and the associated ring,
depending on the locations of considered users and the interference distance. For simplicity, we assume that the mutually
interfered region can be approximated as an annulus sector as
shown in the figure. Suppose that all the users transmit at the
same power and the interference distance is lRC . Referring to
Fig. 4, the central angle %S,i of a mutually interfered region in
ring Ai is equal to
%S,i = 2 sin−1

'

lRC
ri + ri−1

(

for lRC < (ri + ri−1 ).

(9)

If lRC !(ri + ri−1 ), we define %S,i = 2". This means that the
whole ring is in the same mutually interfered region. Clearly,
the area of a mutually interfered region is AS,i = (%S,i /2")ai
2 ) is the area of ring A .
and ai = "(ri2 − ri−1
i
Then, we define the wireless collision domain as the area in
which at any instant at most one user can successfully deliver
data traffic at a particular frequency. As shown in Fig. 4, the
wireless collision domain in ring Ai is also approximated as
an annulus sector with a central angle of %W,i = %S,i−1 , and
its area is AW,i = (%W,i /2")ai . The phenomenon of %W,i =
%S,i−1 is due to the fact that the request-to-send/clear-to-send
(RTS/CTS) mechanism is employed to avoid the hidden node
problem. Referring to the example in Fig. 4, user A in ring
Ai is sending data to user B in ring Ai−1 . Meanwhile, since
users P and A are not in the same mutually interfered region,
user P in ring Ai can send an RTS request to users Q in ring
Ai−1 . However, user Q will not reply the CTS to P, because it
has overheard the CTS of B and determined that the channel is
busy. This example shows that users P and A are in the same
wireless collision domain even though they are not in the same
mutually interfered region. Furthermore, the central angle %W,i
of wireless collision domain in ring Ai is determined by the

angle %S,i−1 of mutually interfered region in the inner ring
Ai−1 , that is, %W,i = %S,i−1 .
The example in Fig. 4 also shows that the transmission form
the user in region VR invalidates the RTS request of P. Hence,
we define the region VR with a central angle of (%W,i − %S,i )
as the working-in-vain region of P. These effects of the ring
structure on frame contentions will be incorporated into the
throughput model later.
Note that the innermost ring A1 is in the same wireless collision domain and %W,1 = 2" since all users in ring A1 can
overhead the CTS from the gateway. By sectorizing ring A1 as
shown in Fig. 2, the number of contending users is decreased
by a factor of three since %W,1 = 2"/3. Thus, the contention
collisions can be also reduced to resolve the throughput bottleneck issue in the WMN.

4.3. Successful/unsuccessful transmission
As shown in Fig. 5, user P can successfully send data as long
as no other user is transmitting in the adjacent wireless collision
domains of P. Consider user P and its two wireless collision
domains influenced by the closest two neighboring transmitters
PL and PR , which are out of the mutually interfered regions of
P as shown in the figure. Note that the considered area of angle
2%W,i will be influenced by at most two neighboring transmitters (for example, users PL and PR ). Other transmitters (for
example, users PL$ and PR$ ) are too far away and will not affect
the considered area. Let &L and &R represent the positions of
PL and PR , respectively. If one of the transmitters PL and PR
is within the working-in-vain regions of P, that is, &L , &R ∈
[%S,i , %W,i ], user P can still send the RTS request to user Q, but
user Q cannot reply the CTS, as discussed in Section 4.2. Suppose that ZW,i is the average probability (average fraction of
time) of a wireless collision domain in which a user is sending
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Considered user P and area with 2%W,i
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Fig. 5. The considered user P and two adjacent wireless collision domains, where user P is contending for the radio channel.

data as detailed in (30). Then, the working-in-vain probability
pv of user P can be expressed as
)
*
pv = 1 − Pr &L , &R ∈
/ [%S,i , %W,i ]
,
+
%W,i − %S,i 2
,
= 1 − 1 − ZW,i
%W,i

(10)

where ZW,i accounts for the existence probability of transmitter
PL (PR ) which is affecting the considered area.
Now, we consider the case where both transmitters PL and
PR are not in the working-in-vain regions of user P, that is,
&L , &R ∈ [0, %S,i ]. In the considered area of angle 2%W,i , only
the users in the area {2AW,i −(XL +XR )} can send RTS frames
as shown in Fig. 5. Those users in regions XL and XR will
not send their requests since they can sense the transmissions
of PL and PR . Let 'X be the average central angle for region XL , and AW,i be the area of a wireless collision domain
of user P. Therefore, the average number of contending users
C1,i in the considered area of angle 2%W,i is equal to the average number of users in the area of {2AW,i − (XL + XR )}.
Consequently,
!ai
2(%W,i − ZW,i 'X )
2"
/
.
!ai
ZW,i %S,i
=
%W,i −
&L d&L
"
%W,i 0
/
2
Z
%
W,i
S,i
2
= !(ri2 − rr−1
,
) %W,i −
2%W,i

as defined in (9); 'X = (&L + %S,i ) − %S,i = &L is the central
angle of region XL and &L is uniformly distributed in [0, %W,i ]
as shown in Fig. 5. Subject to the RTS/CTS procedures, the
frame collisions may only occur when the contending users
concurrently deliver their RTS requests. Let ( be the average
probability of an active user sending the RTS request at the
beginning of an activity slot. Suppose that "0 is the average
probability of a user being idle due to empty queue. Incorporating the impacts of ring structure on frame contention,
the unsuccessful transmission probability pu can be computed by
pu = pv + (1 − pv )[1 − (1 − ((1 − "0 ))C1,i −1 ].

In (12), the first term is the probability that at least one transmitter is inside the working-in-vain regions of P. That is, user
P will not receive the CTS response. The second term represents the probability that the RTS request from P is collided
with other RTS frames.
Thus, given that the considered user has a non-empty queue,
the probability that this user successfully/unsuccessfully sends
data frame in an activity slot can be expressed as

c1,i =

4.4. Empty slot

(11)

2 ) is the area of ring
where ! is the user density; ai = "(ri2 −ri−1
Ai ; %S,i is the central angle of the mutually interfered region

(12)

$1 = ((1 − pu ),

(13)

$2 = (pu .

(14)

As shown in Fig. 6, user P observes an empty slot if all the
users in the adjacent mutually interfered regions of user P are
silent. In the figure, the users in regions YL and YR will not send
RTS since PL and PR are transmitting. Let 'Y be the average
central angle of region YL , and AS,i be the area of a mutually
interfered region of user P. The average number of contending
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Considered user P and area with 2%S,i
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Fig. 6. The considered user P and its two mutually interfered regions, where user P is in backoff at the current slot.

users C2,i in the considered area of angel 2%S,i is equal to the
average number of users in the area of {2AS,i −(YL +YR )}, and
!ai
c2,i =
2(%S,i − ZW,i 'Y )
2"
/
.
!ai
ZW,i %W,i
=
%S,i −
max(0, &L +%S,i −%W,i ) d&L
"
%W,i 0
/
ZW,i %2S,i
2
2
= !(ri − rr−1 ) %S,i −
,
(15)
2%W,i
where 'Y = max(0, &L + %S,i − %W,i ) is the central angle
of region YL . Therefore, from the viewpoint of the considered
user, the empty-slot probability is
$3 = (1 − ()[1 − ((1 − "0 )]c2,i −1 ,

(16)

transmission from other users is equal to
pos =

&2

j =0 (2s1,j

− s2,j )Xj

potr

,

(17)

0 1
j
where Xj = j2 ZW,i (1 − ZW,i )2−j , s1,j is the probability
that there is a successful transmission in the left-side mutually
interfered region of user P, and s2,j is the probability that there
is a successful transmission in each mutually interfered region
of P. Then, the probability that the considered user P observes
successful/unsuccessful transmission(s) from other users in an
activity slot can be expressed as
$4 = (1 − ()potr pos ,

(18)

$5 = (1 − ()potr (1 − pos ),

(19)

where the first term is the probability of the considered user
being in backoff, and the second term represents the probability
that all the other users are in backoff or idle.

where the term (1 − () accounts for the probability of the considered user being in backoff. The successful probabilities s1,j
and s2,j will be derived in Appendix A.

4.5. Successful/unsuccessful transmission from other users

5. Throughput analysis

To calculate the probability of successful transmission from
other users, we consider user P and its adjacent mutuallyinterfered regions, as shown in Fig. 6. In the considered area
of angle 2%S,i , the average number of contending users is c2,i
as derived in (15). Given that user P is in backoff at the current slot, the probability that at least one user sends RTS is
equal to potr = 1 − [1 − ((1 − "0 )]c2,i −1 . Suppose that Xj
is the probability of the considered area being influenced by j
neighboring transmitters. In the considered area of angle 2%S,i ,
the conditional probability that there is at least one successful

On top of the channel activity concept, we suggest an analytical throughput model for the ring-based WMN using the
CSMA MAC protocol with RTS/CTS. In the throughput analysis, we also develop a bulk-arrival queueing model to describe
user behavior under the non-saturation condition, considering
the case where the forwarded frame and local frame may arrive at one user simultaneously. Although the 802.11a WLAN
is used as an example here, the modeling framework can be
applied to various wireless systems using different variation of
CSMA protocol.
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5.1. Background
Now we calculate the durations of a successful frame transmission and a collision in the IEEE 802.11a network. Let l be
the payload size of data frame, ma and mc be the transmission
PHY mode for data frame and that for control frame, respectively. Subject to the IEEE 802.11 CSMA MAC protocol with
RTS/CTS, the successful frame transmission time TS and collision time TC are expressed as

on frame contentions. Consider a binary exponential backoff
procedure with the initial backoff window size of W . Let mbk
be the maximum backoff stage. The average backoff time can
be calculated by
Bk = (1 − pu )

+pu mbk (1 − pu )

TS = TRTS (mc ) + + + SIFS + TCTS (mc ) + + + SIFS

TC = TRTS (mc ) + + + EIFS,

(20)
(21)

where + is the propagation delay; the durations of short interframe space (SIFS), distributed interframe space (DIFS) and extended interframe space (EIFS = SIFS+TCTS (mc )+DIFS) are
specified in [14,15]. TDATA (l, ma ) is the transmission time for a
data frame with payload size l using PHY mode ma . TRTS (mc ),
TCTS (mc ), and TACK (mc ) are the transmission durations of
RTS, CTS and acknowledgment (ACK) control frames using
PHY mode mc , respectively. According to the IEEE 802.11a
WLAN standard [15], the values of TDATA (l, ma ), TRTS (mc ),
TCTS (mc ) and TACK (mc ) can be specified.
5.2. Carried traffic load of a mesh user
The carried traffic load of each mesh user includes its own
traffic and the forwarded traffic from other users. Assume that
an ideal load-balancing path selection is employed to avoid
congested links [1,12]. Hence, all the users in the inner ring
Ai evenly share the forwarded traffic from the outer ring Ai+1 .
Suppose that the users are uniformly distributed with the density
!. The average number of users ki in ring Ai is ki = !"(ri2 −
2 ) and (r − r
ri−1
i
i−1 ) is the width of ring Ai . Let RD and
RF,i be the average traffic load generated by one user and the
forwarded traffic load per user in ring Ai , respectively. With
the load-balancing path selection, the carried traffic load Ri of
a mesh user in ring Ai can be expressed as
Ri = RF,i + RD =
=

2 &n

j =i+1 kj

ki

ki+1
Ri+1 + RD
ki
3

+ 1 RD ,

2mbk W − 1
2

+pu (mbk +1) (1 − pu )

+ TDATA (l, ma ) + + + SIFS
+ TACK (mc ) + + + DIFS,

W −1
2W − 1
+ pu (1 − pu )
+ ···
2
2

(22)

&
and the forwarded traffic load per user is RF,i = ( nj=i+1
kj /ki )RD . For the outermost ring An , Ri = RD and RF,i = 0.
5.3. MAC throughput
To evaluate the MAC throughput in the ring-based WMN,
we should consider the impacts of the ring-based cell structure

=

2mbk W − 1
+ ···
2

[1 − pu − pu (2pu )mbk ]W − (1 − 2pu )
,
2(1 − 2pu )

(23)

where pu is the unsuccessful transmission probability with considering the effects of ring structure on frame contentions, as
defined in (12). Since an active user sends RTS requests every
(Bk + 1) slots on average [24], the transmission probability (
for an active user can be written as
(=

1
Bk + 1

=

2
.
&mbk −1
1 + W + pu W i=0
(2pu )i

(24)

From (12) and (24), we can obtain the unique solution of ( and
pu for a given idle probability "0 of a user. The idle probability
"0 will be derived by the following queueing model.
Fig. 7 illustrates the proposed bulk-arrival discrete-time
queueing model for a mesh user, where the state variable s
represents the number of frames queued at the user. Let l be
the data frame payload size. In this WMN, the total traffic to
a mesh user includes the forwarded traffic from other users
with mean arrival rate ,F = RF,i / l (frames/s) and the local
traffic generated by user with mean rate ,L = RL / l. The
forwarded frame and the local frame may arrive at one user simultaneously. According to the CSMA MAC protocol, in each
activity time slot one user can successfully receive at most
one forwarded frame. Therefore, we assume that the average
arrival probability of forwarded traffic in an activity time slot
is )F = ,F Tv . Since the duration of activity slot is relatively
short, we also assume that the probability of one local frame
generated in a slot is )L = ,L Tv . In addition, we note that a
mesh user can successfully send one data frame in a slot with
probability $1 , as discussed in Section 4.3.
Therefore, from above considerations, the number of frames
queued at a user can be modeled by a semi-Markov model as
shown in Fig. 7. The state-transition probabilities for the semiMarkov model can be expressed as

ps,s+2 = -2 = )L )F (1 − $1 ),







 ps,s+1 = -1 = )L )F $1 + )L (1 − )F )(1 − $1 )

+(1 − )L ))F (1 − $1 ),
(25)




ps,s−1 = . = (1 − )L )(1 − )F )$1 ,





ps,s = 1 − -1 − -2 − .,
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s+1

...

.
1− χ1−χ2−.

1− χ1−χ2−.

Fig. 7. State transition diagram for a user, where the state variable s is the number of frames queued at the user.

where ps,s+2 represents the probability that two frames (one
local frame and one forwarded frame) are simultaneously arrived in an activity slot, and no queued frame of the node is
successfully delivered. Let "s be the steady-state probability
of s frames being queued at the node. Referring to Fig. 7, the
global-balance equations for the considered queueing model
can be written as

2
&


-i "s−i + ."s+1 , s !2,

 0 = −(-1 + -2 + .)"s +
i=1
(26)
0 = −(-1 + -2 + .)"1 + -1 "0 + ."2 ,




0 = −(-1 + -2 )"0 + ."1 .

Then, by the probability generating function approach [8]
with some manipulations, the generating function P(z) for the
steady-state probability "s can be expressed as
P(z) =

∞
%
s=0

"s z s =

."0
.
. − (-1 + -2 )z − -2 z2
&∞

With the condition P(1) =
probability "0 of a mesh user
"0 =

s=0 "s

(27)

= 1, we can find the idle

. − (-1 + 2-2 )
- + 2-2
=1− 1
.
.
.

(28)

Now we evaluate the MAC throughput of one user. With
the activity slot concept, the average busy probability (average
fraction of time) ZO,i of one user being sending data and the
channel utilization ZW,i of a wireless collision domain can be
expressed as
$ 1 T1
$1 T1
ZO,i = &5
(1 − "0 ) =
(1 − "0 ),
T$
j =1 $j Tj
ZW,i = !AW,i ZO,i ,

(29)
(30)

where $1 is the probability that one user successfully sends
a frame in an activity slot, T1 = TS is the time duration for
successful frame transmission, Tv is the average duration of an
activity slot, and !AW,i is the number of users in a wireless
collision domain. From (8), (13) and (28)–(30), $1 , Tv and "0
can be calculated by an iterative method. Then, the capacity
Hi (d) of a mesh link between two users at a separation distance
d can be calculated by
Hi (d) =

$1 T1 l
$1 l
·
=
,
Tv TS
Tv

(31)

where l is the payload size of data frame. It is noteworthy that
the payload size l of data frame is affected by the separation
distance d and the PHY mode ma , which will be discussed in
the following.
5.4. Impact of hop distance on transmission rate
In a multi-hop network, the hop distance will also affect the
throughput of relay link. Generally, the radio signal is affected
by path loss, shadowing as well as multi-path fading. With
all these radio channel effects, we assume that for a given
transmission power the average reception ranges for eight PHY
modes are dj , j = 1, 2, . . . , 8, where d1 > d2 > · · · > d8 .
In principle, two users with a shorter separation distance can
transmit at a higher data rate. Therefore, the transmission PHY
mode ma is determined according to the separation distance d
between two users. That is,
ma = j

if dj +1 < d "dj .

(32)

Furthermore, we suggest that all data frames have the same
transmission time TDATA (l, ma ). That is, the payload size l of
data frame is determined by the adopted PHY mode ma . As
in [4,10], the same transmission time for each data frame can
achieve fairness and avoid throughput degradation due to lowrate transmissions.
6. Numerical results
In this section, we investigate the tradeoff between user
throughput and cell coverage for the ring-based WMN. The
analytical results are obtained by means of the proposed analytical throughput model and the optimization approach. The
system parameters are summarized in Table 1. In this paper, the
802.11a WLAN is used as an example. The transmission PHY
mode ma for data frame is determined by the hop distance. Besides, the control frames (RTS/CTS/Acknowledge frames) are
transmitted with PHY mode mc = 1 for reliability. The user
density is assumed to be ! = 10−4 (users/m2 ). We assume
that each user transmits at the same power and the interference
range is lRC = /I dmax , where /I is 1.3. By using the ring-based
frequency planning scheme as in Section 2.2, four buffer rings
can be achieved to avoid inter-ring co-channel interference. As
in [4], the chosen data frame payload sizes for eight PHY modes
are {425, 653, 881, 1337, 1793, 2705, 3617, 4067} (bytes). Referring to the measured results in [5], at a given transmission power the corresponding average reception ranges are
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Table 1
System parameters for numerical examples

30

Item

Nominal value

!
RD
dmin
dmax
lRC

User density
Demanded traffic of each user
√
Min. ring width, i.e., (1/ !)
Max. reception range
Interference range (/I Dmax )

(100)−2 (users/m2 )
0.4, 0.8 Mb/s
100 m
300 m
1.3 ∗ dmax (m)

ma
mc

PHY mode for data frame
PHY mode for control frame

1–8 (6–54 Mb/s)
1 (fixed at 6 Mb/s)

25
Cell capacity (Mbps)

Symbol

20

15

10
User demanded traffic, RD = 0.2 Mbps
User demanded traffic, RD = 0.4 Mbps

700
5

Cell coverage (cell radius), rn(m)

650

1

600
550

2

3
4
Number of rings in a cell, n

5

6

Fig. 9. Cell capacity versus the number of rings n in a cell, for various user
demanded traffic RD .

500
450
400
350
300
User demanded traffic, RD = 0.2 Mbps
User demanded traffic, RD = 0.4 Mbps

250
200
1

2

3
4
Number of rings in a cell, n

5

6

Fig. 8. Cell coverage (cell radius rn ) versus the number of rings n in a cell,
for various user demanded traffic RD .

dj = {300, 263, 224, 183, 146, 107, 68, 30} (m). These reception ranges may vary for different environments. However, the
proposed optimization approach is general enough for different
WMNs with various reception ranges.
6.1. Tradeoff between user throughput and cell coverage
Fig. 8 illustrates cell coverage (defined as cell radius rn )
against the number of rings n in a mesh cell for various
demanded traffic per user RD . The optimal ring widths are
determined by the proposed optimization approach. In general,
as the number of rings n in a cell increases, cell coverage also
increases. However, because of the limit of link capacity of
users in the innermost ring near the gateway, cell coverage
remains the same for a larger n (see n !4 in the case with
RD = 0.2 Mb/s). Besides, it is shown that the number of rings
n in a cell has a maximum value. For accommodating the increasing traffic as n increases, the ring width will be shortened
to reduce the number of contending users and improve the
link capacity. For example, if n = 3, the optimal ring widths
for RD = 0.4 Mb/s are {113, 119, 211} (m). As the number of
rings increases to n = 4, the optimal ring widths are reduced
to {100, 103, 126, 136} (m). However, since the minimum

allowable ring width is constrained by the node density as in
(3), no feasible solution can be found for a larger n and thus
the maximum value of n exists. In this example, the maximum
number of rings in a cell is n = 6 for RD = 0.2 and n = 4 for
RD = 0.4 Mb/s.
From Fig. 8, we can observe the tradeoff between user
throughput and cell coverage. To guarantee the throughput
for each user, the number of users in a cell and cell coverage
should be properly decreased when the user demanded traffic
RD increases. In this example, when the user demanded traffic
RD increases from 0.2 to 0.4 Mb/s, the optimal cell coverage is reduced from 659 (m) at n = 6 to 465 (m) at n = 4.
The corresponding optimal ring widths are {100, 100, 100,
100, 109, 150} (m) for RD = 0.2 and {100, 103, 126, 136} (m)
for RD = 0.4 Mb/s, respectively.
In Fig. 9, cell capacity (defined as the overall throughput of a
cell, !"rn2 RD ) against the number of rings n in a cell for various
user demanded traffic RD is shown. Because each user generates more traffic, a larger RD can achieve higher cell capacity
for n "3, although with a smaller cell coverage. However, constrained by the link capacity of users in the innermost ring, the
optimal cell capacity for various user demanded traffic RD are
almost the same at about 27 Mb/s as shown in the figure.
In the above figures, we investigate the interaction between
user throughput and cell coverage. The optimal solution is determined by the proposed optimization approach, subject to the
constraints on the link capacity and the ring width. These figures show that by ring-based frequency planning and properly
designing the ring widths, the optimal cell capacity and coverage can be simultaneously achieved with a guaranteed throughput for each user.
6.2. Impact of ring sectorization
Fig. 10 compares the impact of ring sectorization on cell
coverage, for RD = 0.4 Mb/s. As shown in the figure, since
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Clearly, sectoring more inner rings can improve cell coverage and capacity. For sectorizing more rings, however, the system requires more available non-overlapping channels [16,23],
since each mesh cell should be allocated with more channels
to ensure sufficient buffer rings and reuse distance.

Cell coverage (cell radius), rn(m)

800
700
600

7. Conclusions
500
400
With sectorized rings A1 and A2
With sectorized rings A1

300

Without sectorization

200
1

2

3
4
Number of rings in a cell, n

5

6

Fig. 10. Effect of ring sectorization on cell coverage (cell radius rn ), for the
user demanded traffic RD = 0.4 Mb/s.
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Cell capacity (Mbps)
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With sectorized rings A1 and A2
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Without sectorization

0
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2

3
4
Number of rings in a cell, n

5

6

Fig. 11. Effect of ring sectorization on cell capacity, for the user demanded
traffic RD = 0.4 Mb/s.

sectorizing the inner rings can reduce the number of contending
users to overcome the throughput bottleneck issue near the
gateway, cell coverage can be extended to serve more users. One
can observe from the figure that if only ring A1 is sectorized,
the optimal cell coverage can increase from 464 to 508 (m) at
n = 4. If sectorizing both rings A1 and A2 , the optimal cell
coverage increases to 703 (m) at n = 6.
In Fig. 11, the effect of ring sectorization on cell capacity for
RD = 0.4 Mb/s is shown. In the figure, by sectorizing ring A1 ,
the optimal cell capacity can be improved by 20% over the case
without sectorization. If the congested inner rings A1 and A2
are sectorized, the throughput bottleneck issue near the gateway
can be overcome. By doing so, the optimal cell capacity will be
further improved by 90% over the case with only sectorizing
ring A1 .

This paper has investigated the tradeoff between user
throughput and cell coverage in the WMN. To overcome the
scalability and throughput bottleneck issues in the WMN, a
scalable multi-channel ring-based WMN has been employed.
An optimization approach has been applied to maximize coverage and capacity for the considered WMN, subject to the
user throughput requirement.
In the ring-based WMN, a simple ring-based frequency
planning scheme has been employed to reduce collisions, and
to make the network more scalable in terms of coverage. We
have also suggested sectorizing the congested inner rings to
resolve the throughput bottleneck issue of the WMN. From
the system design perspective, this paper has three important components. First, an analytical throughput model has
been developed, which considers the effects of ring-based cell
structure and frame contentions in the CSMA MAC protocol. Second, we have developed a bulk-arrival semi-Markov
queueing model to describe user behavior in the non-saturation
condition. Third, to investigate the optimal tradeoff between
user throughput and cell coverage, we have applied an optimization approach to determine the optimal number of rings
and the associated ring widths in a mesh cell. Numerical results have demonstrated that the optimal system parameters
(that is, the number of rings and ring widths) can be determined analytically. In addition, both the capacity enhancement
and coverage extension can be achieved with a guaranteed
throughput for each user.
Appendix A. Successful probabilities, s1,j and s2,j
Now we derive the probabilities s1,j and s2,j mentioned in
Section 4.5. As shown in Fig. 6, suppose that the considered
area of angle 2%S,i is influenced by two neighboring transmitters PL and PR . Let * represent the position of the contending user P $ , &L and &R be the positions of the neighboring
transmitters PL and PR . Accordingly, the central angles for regions {AS,i − YL } and {AS,i − YR } can be written as )L =
%S,i − max(0, &L + %S,i − %W,i ) and )R = %S,i − max(0, &R +
%S,i − %W,i ), respectively. Suppose that (e = ((1 − P0 ) is the
effective transmission probability for one user.
Then, given the positions *, &L and &R , the conditional
probability that there is a successful transmission in the leftside mutually interfered region of user P can be expressed as
s1,j (&L , &R , *)
 0 !ai
1
!ai
$

2" )L −1 ( (1−( ) 2" (0L +0L )−2

e
e

1
=
for max(0, &R −%S,i )"* " max(0, %S,i −&L ),



0 otherwise.

(33)
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In (33), the term
P$

0

(!ai /2"))L −1
1

1

represents the probability that

only user
sends an RTS request in the left-side mutually
$
interfered region of user P. The term (1 − (e )(!ai /2")(0L +0L )−2
accounts for the probability that all the users except for P and P $
in the adjacent wireless collision domains of P $ are in backoff
or idle, where 0L = min(* + %W,i , (%S,i + %W,i ) − (&L +
%S,i )) = min(* + %W,i , %W,i − &L ) and in the same way 0$L
= min(%W,i − *, %W,i − &R ). In addition, the constraint for *
means that both the neighboring transmitters PL and PR are
not inside the working-in-vain regions of P $ .
By the same method, the conditional probability that there
is a successful transmission in each mutually interfered region
of user P can be obtained from
s2,j (&L , &R , *) = s1,j (&L , &R , *)
2- !ai
/
3
!ai $
2" 0R
0
−1
×
(e (1 − (e ) 2" R
.
1

(34)

Here, the term within brackets represents the probability that
there is also a successful transmission in the right-side mutually
interfered region of user P, where 0R = max(0, (%S,i + %W,i ) −
(&R +%S,i−1 )−(%W,i −*)) = max(0, (%S,i −&R )−(%W,i −*))
and 0$R = max(0, (%S,i + %W,i ) − (&R + %S,i ) − (%W,i − *)) =
max(0, * − &R ).
By averaging over the positions *, &L and &R , the probabilities s1,j and s2,j for j = 2 can be computed by
st,j =

. %W,i . %W,i . )L
st,j (&L , &R , *)
d* d&R d&L ,
2
)L
%W,i 0
0
0
1

for t = 1, 2.

(35)

In this section, we take the case of j = 2 as an example to
explain how to evaluate the successful probability st,j . By the
same reasoning, one can also calculate the probabilities st,j for
j = 0, 1. Thus, the detailed derivations are omitted here.
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